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Reviewer's report:

Primary Concern:

I'm afraid that I don't follow the conclusion.

the authors state: We hypothesized that the traits and dynamics of EC and "relating to others" may differently affect chronic fatigue after disaster and that decreasing EC may be salutogenic through active suppression for chronic fatigue.

However, Table 2 shows that EC and chronic fatigue are inversely related at 1 year. The authors states that these results were in accordance with their hypothesis. I don't follow however since if they are inversely related greater EC would be associated with less fatigue and vice versa.

Minor Concerns:

1. Post Traumatic Growth was not mentioned in the introduction and yet PTG and depression were thrown in the methods.

2. Since the authors clearly have directional hypothesis in mind, i think it seems too vague when the state in their hypothesis that EC and 'relating to others' may differently affect.. They need to include how chronic fatigue would be effected?

3. The distinction between how they measured the 'trait' and dynamics' of EC was not clear to me (it made sense after they explained it in the Discussion however.

4. Since it's a relatively small n, it would be helpful to have some visual representation of the association (scatterplot etc..) just to be sure that it's not a few outliers that are causing the correlation.
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